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https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/GlexecDeploymentTracking  

 It shows the status of the gLExec tests per site 
per supported VO on the given date 
 Record of the situation at that time 
 The color cyan indicates a successful test 
 The service may have deteriorated since 
 Most instances only used for testing so far 

 Click on the links in a VO’s cell to see the latest 
results 

 95 tickets opened on July 1, 16 still open 
 See page 12 for further details 
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Deployment status for sites 

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/GlexecDeploymentTracking


CERN and the Tier-1 sites 
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EGI Tier-2 sites   (1) 
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EGI Tier-2 sites   (2) 
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                                                              (7) 
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                                                 OSG T2     
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 Various ALICE sites do not have CEs 
 Currently cannot be tested  no ticket 

 Various ATLAS sites intend to use ARC CEs 
 ARC Control Tower v2 to handle traceability 

 ATLAS OSG sites to be handled by USATLAS 
 A few sites use the log-only mode 
 Better than nothing 

 A few tickets are stuck on technical issues 
 A few tickets got very little attention 
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Notes about sites 



 CMS are close to making their gLExec tests critical 
 Scheduling at T1 sites should be solved now 

 LHCb presumably ready for using gLExec 
 On sites where it works 

 ATLAS 
 Thousands of analysis and production jobs successfully 

executed on ANALY_CERN_GLEXECDEV PanDA queue 
 gLExec code being merged into pilot head 
 Release expected soon 

 Systematic HammerCloud tests on real queues next 
 ALICE need to adapt AliEn 
 Concept is not contested 
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Deployment status for experiments 
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